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Abstract In this article a versatile packaging solution is presented that allows the 
static and active alignment of a microlens array that is to be placed over a micro-
UV-LED array. A modified UV-LIGA process is applied for building up the struc
ture. For the static approach, the microlens array rests on four posts with the aim of 
reducing the contact area between the two parts, hence reducing the probability of 
vertical misalignment. The fine height adjustment is done by electroplating a certain 
thickness to the electrodes where the posts are being placed. Since the electrodes 
can be individually addressed, a possible tilt, caused by uneven post heights, can be 
compensated. With minimal modifications, the structure can be rendered into a dy
namic alignment system, featuring actuators for vertical and lateral movement. 
Even though the microlens array is part of the actuator itself, it is not connected to 
any potential or energy sources. A magnetic actuator is proposed and partly tested 
that is capable of simultaneously perform a lateral movement while the vertical ac
tuation is in progress. As a restoring means, a gel material is used as a precursor for 
a photo-patternable PDMS structure. 

1 Introduction 
Surface active devices (SAD) require precise positioning of their micro-optical 
components. This has long been being a critical issue, since it is an important factor 
for the interaction between optical devices and the environment [1, 2]. Different 
alignment solutions have been developed to resolve some of the inherent difficulties 
associated with this objective [3, 4]. The majority of these solutions make use of 
bulky and expensive external alignment set-up configurations [5, 6]. They also only 
offer the option of static alignment, meaning that the device will be permanently 
fixed after having reached its specified position. Herein is presented a versatile 
packaging concept that allows a microlens array (uLens) to be aligned either stati
cally or dynamically over a micro-UV-LED array (uLED). As shown in Fig. 1 both 
the uLens and the uLED are delivered to us in chip size which complicates the 
packaging process significantly. 
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Fig. L The microlens array is flipped and placed on top of the micro-UV-LED array. For lateral 
magnetic actuation, the posts are made of a ferromagnetic material such as nickel. 

The juLens is flipped and placed over the |uLED in order for the post to fit into 
the cavities. Since the posts are slightly higher than the depth of the cavities, the 
contact area is reduced between the two devices. This means that the probability of 
vertical misalignment of the whole device is reduced. With this method it is possi
ble to "bridge" potential particulates and surface imperfections situated on the 
structure layer of the juLED or the juLens. Each of the cavities features a pair of 
electrodes which can be accessed via the corresponding pads. By electroplating the 
electrodes to a certain thickness, vertical fine adjustment can be performed. The 
posts and cavities are designed to have a reduced contact area also for the lateral di
rection. This reduces the over determinations of the alignment process. After plac
ing the fxLens, the assembly can be fixed using for example UV curable adhesive. 
The assembly can be sealed afterwards. 

With few modifications of the existing structure, the actuation of the juLens for 
dynamic alignment is possible. Electrostatic actuation in the vertical direction can 
be achieved as well as simultaneous lateral magnetically induced movement. Four 
floating electrodes are evaporated onto the jaLens as shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of 
the floating electrodes is to reflect the electrostatic field generated by the pair of 
electrodes situated underneath on the JLILED. NO electrical potential needs to be ap
plied to the floating electrode. No wire, which could cause mechanical disturbance, 
needs to be attached in consequence. Each of the four sides features an electrostatic 
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actuator; therefore vertical movement as well as tilting of the jaLens can be accom
plished. 

2 Static approach 
The fabrication of the posts (Fig. 1) revealed that the spin-coating of SU8 provides 
the specified thickness within a tolerance of around ± 10 %, giving thereby ± 4 \im 
of thickness non-uniformity for an intended thickness of 40 jum. A method was 
found by fine adjusting the distance between |iLED and jaLens caused by this toler
ance by electroplating a well controlled thickness of the electrodes that are situated 
within the cavities of the JLILED. AS shown in Fig. (top right), the overall distance 
between faLens and jaLED includes the thickness of the electrode (teiec) and the 
thickness of the post (tp0St). Since the electrodes are individually addressable, un
even post heights of |LiLens posts can be equalised as shown in Fig. 2 (left). This is 
particularly important, since the posts of the fiLens might vary over the whole de
vice. For instance, if post C of the |uLens was found to be too small, then the elec
trode C needs to be electroplated in order to compensate for that mismatch. 

Fig. 2. Left) Different post heights on the uLens can be compensated. Top right) The distance be
tween uLens and uLED is comprised through the thickness of the post, tpost, and the thickness of 

the electrode, teiec. 

Several electroplating tests were conducted as exampled in Fig. 3. An overall 
targeted thickness of 15 |im is requested to level the |aLens. The left picture in the 
figure is the height uniformity of the evaporated titanium electrode, taken prior to 
the electroplating process. The peaks are artefacts from previous process steps and 
are not considered in the following discussion. It is however assumed that due to 
the small lateral dimensions, the peaks would not contribute to a displacement with 
their full height, since they would probably partly deform or penetrate the SU8 post 
during the assembly process. The right hand side of Fig. 3 displays the situation af
ter electroplating a nickel layer of approximately 5 |um. The resulting surface yields 
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a thickness between 15.1 and 15.6 jim and is therefore within the sub-micron range 
specification as far as the variation of thickness is concerned. The calculation for 
the required thickness was conducted by firstly determine the grow rate for a given 
geometry and parameters and then extrapolating the required time to achieve the in
tended thickness in a following electroplating process. 

Fig. 3. Left) Height distribution of the surface of the titanium electrode with the z-axis highly ex
aggerated. The two peaks that are seen are due to impurities of the sample. Right) Surface height 

distribution of the electrode after electroplating approximately 5 \xm of nickel. 

For the measurements shown in Fig. 3, the thickness was achieved with only one 
measurement for determining the grow rate. Higher accuracy could be achieved by 
carrying out several measurements, to approximate the target thickness very slowly 
at the end of the plating process. 

3 Dynamic Approach 
With minor modifications, the positioning of the jiLens can also be dynamic and be 
monitored in real-time in the lateral and vertical directions. The electrodes shown in 
Fig. 1 then serve as a means to generate an electrostatic field [7]. The floating elec
trode, which is attached to the juLens, reflects the electrostatic field from one elec
trode to the other so that the assembly forms a capacitor (Fig. 4, top right). The 
floating electrode and hence the uLens does not need to be connected by any wire 
since no potential is required. This eases the fabrication and assembly process and 
frees the uTens from any possible mechanical disturbance caused by a wire during 
its movement. The FEM simulation of the force and analytical calculation curves 
agree with an error of less than 17% as shown in Fig. 4 on the left hand side. 
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Fig. 4. Left) Analytical and FEM (COMSOL*) simulation solutions of the force generated as a 
function of the displacement of the electrode. Top right) Schematic of the jaLens floating electrode 

forms a capacitance with the jaLED electrodes. Bottom right) 3-D representation of the figure 
above. 

As a way to restore the jaLens back to its initial position, gel bumps are placed 
within the circular cavities (Fig. 1) as shown in Fig. 5 (left) and the |uLens is then 
flip-chipped on top. In the future the gel material will be replaced by photo-
patternable PDMS structures as PDMS offers a greater control of the shape and 
height [8, 9]. The characterisation of the bumps in terms of robustness and repro
ducibility of their response was investigated with long term step voltage measure
ments using a setup similar as shown in Fig. 5 (right), without using the PI-
controller. One sample exhibited displacements of around 25 |um at a voltage of 
350V. Long term measurements revealed that the repeatability with 12 step re
sponses, next to other different step voltages, taken over a time period of over 15 
hours was good with a standard deviation of 0.43 jam at a mean value of 24.75 ^m. 
By reducing the size of the gel bumps, the distance between floating electrode and 
the electrodes is reduced as well. Due to the nonlinear relationship between elec
trode-to-electrode distance and the force exerted, the voltage can then be drastically 
reduced to achieve the same magnitude of displacement. An advantage of using gel 
is the possibility to have not only elastic behaviour in the vertical but also in the lat
eral directions. This will be of benefit for the lateral magnetic actuator as described 
later. A negative side effect of using gel bumps is the difficulties that are involved 
when trying to reproduce similar bumps in shape and volume. Each device does ex
hibit different displacements as a function of the voltage due to the lack of control 
of depositing the gel. 
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Fig, 5. Left) Gel bumps, placed within circular cavities, provide the restoring force for the actua
tion. Right) Step response measurement setup (without PI controller) and closed control loop for 

accurate displacements (with PI controller). 

To see whether it is possible to control the jiLens for a certain displacement, the 
step response for voltages between 0 V and 600 V were recorded, as shown in Fig.6 
with a voltage on time of 2 minutes and a voltage off time of 6 minutes. The pro
gression of the plateau of the step response, as seen in Fig.6 at time slot 1 (tsl) is 
not flat but with an angle p. This indicates that the restoring force does not reach an 
equilibrium but instead slowly continuous to increase. Furthermore, the response to 
the rising edge of the step is much faster compared to the falling edge. It is assumed 
that the stickiness of the gel and its memory properties with regard to stress and 
strain are the main causes of this behaviour. The mathematical description is not 
trivial as well as the physical effects within the system. In a first approach, the step 
response of the system at 400 V was treated as a PT2 controlled path. The slope 
with the angle p, was neglected. By applying a tangent to the positive slope, the 
dwell time, tu, and compensation time, tg, could be determined to be 0.25s and 0.65s 
respectively. The proportional gain (Ks) was calculated to be around 0.03. The 
characteristic times and gains for the different voltages steps differ from each other 
so a compromise had to be taken between the obtained values. However, the dwell 
time, tu, seemed to be quite consistent for the different voltage steps and even sam
ples with a value of around 0.25 s. From this information, the corresponding pa
rameters were calculated with the CHR (Chien, Hrones and Reswick) method. After 
an initial rest run, the values needed to be changed however, since the CHR method 
only provides a rough approximation. The controller was chosen to be a PI control
ler in favor of a PID controller, since the noise of the overall system, most likely 
caused by the vibration of the building, would have had a disturbing effect on the 
differential parts of the controller. The controller was set up by using SIMULINK® 
and the displacement was measured by using a confocal chromatic displacement 
sensor (Micro-epsilon, optoNCDT 2400) as shown in Fig. 5 (right). 
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Fig.6. Top left) Step responses were recorded for voltages between 0 and 600V. Bottom left) 
Zoomed out picture of times slot 1 (tsl) for the 400 V step response. Right) Time zoom for the 

time slot, ts2, where different parameters were obtained. 

Figure 7 depicts the approximation of the effective displacement, after changing 
the set point (intended displacement) discrete steps. The setpoint is achieved in ap
proximately 25 seconds for the positive step response and around 30 to 35 seconds 
for the negative step response. 

Fig. 7. Left) The setpoint of the closed control loop is changed in discrete set and the response of 
the system recorded. Right top and bottom) Zoomed out time slots (tsl and ts2) from the left hand 

picture. 
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The noise caused by the setup and the vibration of the building makes it difficult 
to accurately determine the control difference that remains due to the measurement 
itself as well as the feedback to the system and its disturbing consequences. It is 
feasible to use an adaptive control loop feedback, which changes the parameters of 
the controller depending in which voltage range the device is operated, hence mak
ing the controlled system more responsive. The setup should be installed on top of a 
vibration-controlled table. 

A magnetic actuator is also proposed and has been partially tested. This actuation 
mechanism is responsible for the lateral movement and uses the posts of the |uLens 
that need to be made of a ferromagnetic material such as nickel. Each side features 
a magnetic actuator, thereby allowing lateral alignment of the jiLens. The magnetic 
actuator does not possess a physical connection with the ^Lens which leaves the 
uLens, from a mechanical point of view, almost undisturbed. By attaching an exter
nal driving device (EDD) as shown in Fig. 8 (left), simultaneous vertical electro
static movement and magnetic lateral movement can be performed, since the two 
fields can coexist within the actuator without influencing each other. The electrical 
insulator of the EDD needs to be robust at high voltages, but must let pass a mag
netic flux that is generated by the coil with the current, i. The magnetic flux coming 
from and into the tracks (Fig.8, right bottom) attracts the Ni post with a force, Fm, 
making the distance, dm, as small as possible to achieve the most flux for a given 
current i. 

Fig, 8. Left) External driving device (EDD) attached to the ferromagnetic pads of the uLED. The 
EDD allows a magnetic flux going through the magnetic path, but also provides a voltage for the 

electrostatic actuation. Right top) Photograph of electroplated Ni tracks leading towards the cavity 
where a Ni post is placed for experimental purposes. Right bottom) close up of the magnetic ac

tuator. 
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Preliminary test were conducted, and a movement of around 50 |um was ob
served, which is well above the intended displacement range. However, a high cur
rent of 400 mA is necessary for this to happen and further improvement of the 
magnetic path is necessary. Fig. 9 displays a magnetic circuit with lumped elements 
where, with the exception of the magnetic resistance of air, all materials involved 
exhibit a nonlinear and hysteresis behaviour. In particular the latter is mathemati
cally difficult to grasp since during operation, many different hysteresis loops are 
"created" while starting from different initial points. Fig. 9 (right) only depicts 
qualitatively the different hysteresis loops for magnetic materials that have not yet 
been exposed to any magnetic field. The objective is to find a MEMS process able 
material that exhibits high permeability but low magnetic hysteresis. With that it 
might be possible to represent the single magnetic resistors with lookup tables and 
using SIMULINK® for numerically solving the given problem within a certain de
gree of accuracy. 

Fig. 9. Left) For illustrating purposes only, a schematic is drawn with the highly nonlinear (green 
and white) magnetic resistors which are supposed to have a hysteresis which is not to be neglected. 
Right) Schematic drawing of the magnetisation curve of the different magnetic material used. 

The proposed solution with its dual actuator has the potential to have a positive 
impact on the production cost of such a device, in particular for the static approach. 
It is for instance feasible that the external driving devices are only temporarily at
tached to the assembly during the process of alignment and fixing in position. By 
doing this, the most expensive device within a production line would be 3 small in
tensity detectors placed closely above the j^Lens which detects the most power out
put, if the individual microlens is to be perfectly aligned, in vertical as well as lat
eral direction towards the juLED. Three detectors would be necessary to control the 
faLens with regard to tilting and angular alignment. No expensive alignment tools 
are therefore necessary. It is estimated that the cost reduction of the alignment de
vices involved might be in the order of 10 times smaller than using a conventional 
alignment system. 
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4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, a device was presented that allows the accurate static alignment as 
well as dynamic vertical movement of a microlens array on top of a micro-UV-LED 
array. Both methods are capable of achieving sub micron accuracies. The use of gel 
bumps showed a simple and robust means for generating the necessary restoring 
force which will be further investigated and refined by using photo-patternable 
PDMS structures. Furthermore, a concept of simultaneous vertical electrostatic 
movement and lateral magnetic movement was proposed and partially tested. 
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